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WHERE WE WERE…

● “Every Man for Himself”
● Teaching to the test
● Focused on hitting the 80% Achievement
● Skipping 8th grade math and science content
● Honors classes for all core subjects (not more rigorous in most subjects, 

just more work)
● Overly modify grade level work and expectations for mild/moderate 

students
● Intervention specialists were in all content areas
● Underutilized resource classrooms (yours vs. my kids)
● Identified by the state of Ohio as being in “Academic Watch”



…to WHERE WE ARE
● Teaching to the students
● Value-added focused
● Math teachers given time each day to have focused remediation groups
● Curriculum compacting
● Department meeting monthly to discuss students, 

curriculum, and pathways
● Intervention specialists are more focused on 

tested subjects (math, ELA, 8th grade science)
● Taking a deeper look into accommodations by 

making sure they are utilized and appropriate
● Resource classrooms restructured to meet 

individual student needs and grade level content
● Out of Academic Watch
● 21st in the State for Gifted Performance (District Level)



Example of Data Grid for Acceleration



Acceleration Pathway

● Beneficial for students
○ Allows students to move at a faster pace and show growth
○ Opens more opportunities for students in high school and beyond
○ Increases student engagement

● Beneficial for teachers
○ Gives teachers standards to follow
○ Increases value-added

● Beneficial for the Ontario District
○ Increase Performance Index points
○ Improved district grade card



Science Accelerated Pathway - began 2021/2022 
school year

Physical Science8th ● No State Testing

Compact 6th & 7th 
grade curriculum6th ● No State Testing

Compact 7th & 8th 
grade curriculum7th ● 8th grade State Test



Math Accelerated Pathway - beginning 2022/2023 
school year (for incoming 5th graders)

6th grade curriculum5th ● 6th grade State Test

7th grade curriculum6th ● 7th grade State Test

8th grade curriculum7th ● 8th grade State Test

Algebra I8th ● Algebra I State Test



Reading/ELA Pathway - began 2021/2022 school 
year

6rh grade curriculum - 
accelerating students as 
needed

6th ● 6th grade State Test

7rh grade curriculum - 
accelerating students as 
needed

7th ● 7th grade State Test

8rh grade curriculum - 
accelerating students as 
needed

8th ● 8th grade State Test



Acceleration
● Acceleration is a gifted service (during the first year).
● Acceleration can be done for gifted students and/or non-gifted 

students. Top 15% to 18% of each class at the middle school.
● Acceleration is a highly researched topic.
● Research shows positive outcomes when acceleration is used.
● Early entrance, subject level, and whole grade are all acceleration 

options.

Visible Learning - John 
Hattie



Special Education Changes

Not leaving any student or teacher behind 

because each student matters.

Including and accommodating vs. pushing off and limiting



Our main change? Focus on GROWTH

Are they passing vs. are they learning?

Whole mindset shift to include ALL students.



Local Student Response to Acceleration

“Because of my acceleration in math, I was able to take a college level 
Algebra class for my junior year. I had the proper knowledge to belong 
perfectly in the class and to begin earning college credits long before 
graduating high school.”

~11th grade Ontario student



Local Student Response to Acceleration 
“I believe the accelerated program could start even earlier than middle 
school. While I was in elementary, it seemed as though I received a 
multitude of letters in the mail saying I was gifted, but no real action was 
done in the classroom about it. In Middle school, I thought the 
accelerated programs were most beneficial (math & science a grade 
early). The other accelerated programs, labeled ‘honors’, seemed to just 
be the exact same as the other classes, only on a more pressured 
deadline. This is not beneficial for the gifted students; instead of forcing 
the student to do easier work on a deadline, they should be given more 
challenging, complex ideas without having to deal with time constraints 
that serve no purpose other than to make the work APPEAR challenging.

~11th grade Ontario student



Acceleration Research
● In a study of high-ability children who had been accelerated, 71% reported satisfaction with 

their acceleration experience. Of the participants who reported they were unsatisfied, the 
majority indicated they would have preferred more acceleration.  In addition, in a series of 
interviews with students who were accelerated, an overwhelming majority of these students 
said that acceleration was an “excellent experience” for them.

● Some argue that acceleration can be harmful to students’ self-concept, ability to fit in with 
older peers, or other social-emotional needs. However, research on acceleration has 
demonstrated multiple academic benefits to students and suggests that acceleration does 
not harm students. As the National Work Group on Acceleration determined, there is “no 
evidence that acceleration has a negative effect on a student’s social-emotional 
development” 

● In one study, students who were allowed early entrance to elementary school averaged 6 
months ahead in achievement when compared to their age peers during the same year. 
Additionally, these students showed improvement in socialization and self-esteem compared 
to slight difficulties faced by advanced students who were not accelerated.

https://www.nagc.org/resources-publications/gifted-education-practices/acceleration



Acceleration Research Continued
● In another study, researchers noted that a sample of students who had participated in whole-grade 

acceleration were not noticeably different in their perceived interpersonal competence (including 
interacting with others and their ability to form friendships) when compared to a heterogeneous 
group of students in the norming sample. In addition, the researchers found that the academically 
gifted students had higher academic self-concepts and more positive overall self-concepts than 
their peers in the comparison group.

● Accelerated students have also been shown to outperform non-accelerated peers academically in 
the long term. A longitudinal study of students highly talented in mathematics showed that students 
who skipped a grade were more likely to obtain graduate degrees, publish work, and receive patents 
in the STEM areas, and another report noted that these students earned other advanced degrees at 
rates higher than their peers. In addition, researchers have found that, overall, acceleration 
influences high-ability students’ academic achievement in positive ways, and that these students 
outperform peers in other areas, including scores on standardized tests, grades in college, and the 
status of the universities they attend and their later career paths

● Acceleration is a cost-effective intervention. Grade-based forms cost little to implement, and yield 
societal benefits in that students complete schooling ahead of schedule and become productive 
adults earlier in their lives. Costs of subject-based forms may be slightly higher, but still less 
prohibitive than other forms of gifted programming.

https://www.nagc.org/resources-publications/gifted-education-practices/acceleration
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